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About This Game

A young mother's attending a train exhibition with her children, when something strange happens; the legendary
Runaway Express starts moving while her chil 5d3b920ae0
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Game is nice, but quite short and easy. Took me 2.7 hrs on expert difficulty to complete. I think full price is too high.. Great
point and click adventure with good voice overs and a bit of detective work.. 7 hours in and stuck with no other option than to
restart. For a game with no save slots and no chance to backtrack, this is just unacceptable. Especially since the game tells me
that I have everything I need to solve the case, but that's obviously not true as a quick Google search for others with the same
problem showed. The graphics were really pretty and the story ok. The map has fast travel, which I loved. It's only my second
Hidden Object Game, so I don't know what's "normal", but the HO scenes have silhouettes you have to find and you must often
combine items (Need a zebra? Find a paintbrush, use it on a white horse .). Having to find fingerprints and blood splatter in each
scene with some crime kit was just plainly annoying and made me abuse the hint option. I played it in Dutch to learn and
noticed that not everything was translated - probably the same for other languages. Overall, I liked the game, but I won't restart
it and risk getting stuck again.. OK game but it is stuck at the "underground bank vault". Can't do anything even though it states
there is a task. The help button says its not available.. A good game with decent story, good puzzles and good hidden objects
scenes. + story is at some points interesting + hidden objects scenes are nice + puzzles are on good level + graphics, music and
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sound effects are ok - a litlle to short Overall: 6.5/10
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